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ANIMAL PLANET RANKINGS

And the winner is… Big Cat Diary!!!!! Big Cat Diary followed and narrated the lives of a 
family of lions, cheetahs and leopards. This show was both incredibly educational and 
entertaining. My dream job to this day would be to be one of the hosts of this show. This 
show is entertaining, powerful, and provides a compelling argument for conservation. 
100/10 recommend, there are no downsides just watch it. 
@AnimalPlanet-- I know I majored in psych in undergrad but I’m graduating soon and need 
a job, I have theatre and performing experience… Pls reboot and hire me. Thanks. 

Buckle up kiddos because we’re getting niche! Its been a hard week (I know it’s only Tuesday, let me live my truth) so 
today we’re taking a deep dive into a very specific area of childhood nostalgia for me -- Animal Planet. Now I’m 
talking pre that whole “Animal Planet, Surprisingly Human” campaign because who the fuck is watching ANIMAL 
Planet for humans? Nah we’re going back to when I would wake up at 5am, sneak downstairs, turn the TV volume 
down to single digits and watch Animal Planet in the mornings before middle school (sorry mom). 

Coming in at last place mostly because of how human centric it was, Tanked was 
like the fish tank version of cake boss. They built insane custom made fish tanks. 
Definitely watch this if you never want to look at fish tanks the same again. 
Warning: Watching may encourage you to spend your next paycheck upgrading
the fish bowl your beta Mr. Bubbles lives in. 

River Monsters was also a bit human centric for my tastes but Jeremy Wade was a 
great host. This show follows him, an “extreme angler” in his search for the biggest 
and most dangerous freshwater fish. Again fish are cool, but big scary fish in the 
mysterious depths of seemingly benign bodies of freshwater? Um can you say the 
perfect way to spend an afternoon?
Warning: You may never be able to go swimming in any natural body of water ever 
again. 

Animal Cops, a show where Members of the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals respond to a variety of distress calls. An amazing show, but 
definitely not for the faint of heart or for casual viewing. If you are squeamish 
then this is not the show for you because things get GRAPHIC in this emotional 
rollercoaster of a show. There are stories of hope, redemption and joy, and 
stories of pain and tragedy. I am very passionately a self proclaimed pacifist but 
if I ever see any of the animal abusers from this show I will throw hands. 
Warning: Be prepared to sob like a baby

It’s Me or the Dog, an incredible show that features Victoria Stillwell, a dog trainer, 
who trains troubled pups and teaches their owners, who are at wits end, sustainable 
training strategies . I was literally in awe of this woman as a middle schooler. Fun 
fact: In 7th grade art class we had to draw a portrait of a celebrity and I chose Victoria 
Stillwell. If you love dogs and a good redemption arc this is the show for you. 
Warning: Adopting a fixer-upper puppy is way more rewarding and productive than 
dating a fixer-upper man… You know he’s a lost cause, drop him and adopt a dog

Ohhh so close to the top spot… Orangutan Island was an amazing show. This was basically 
a reality TV show about a group of orphaned orangutans living in a Borneo river sanctuary. 
While there were scientists who worked with the Orangutans from time to time this show 
was delightfully low on humans. 
Somehow following the social drama of orangutans is 1000% more entertaining, satisfying 
and educational than following the social drama of the kardashians will ever be. 
Warning: You will get irrationally emotionally invested in the lives of these orangutans. 

– Sarina “Still Salty Denison Doesn’t Have a Zoology Major” BalrajSTUDENT SUBMISSION
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DENISON +

– Aidan Iannarino

Here at Denison, we understand that the panoptical presence of the university drifts closer and closer to 
feeling like a prison with each passing year. So, in order to better accommodate the direction we are taking, 
we’re happy to announce a few exciting changes coming soon to Denison’s list of student benefits! We are now 
introducing the Denison+ system! What does this change represent for us as an institution you may ask? Well, 
here are a few examples

1. Instead of the usual 20-30 minute wait for campus safety to reach you after calling for a safe ride, the safe 
ride list will now be exclusive to Denison+ subscribers. All other students will be issued a phone number in 
which an impatient secretary will direct you to go fuck yourself

2. All student housing dormitories will be converted into singles. Denison+ members will have exclusive and 
sole access to the dorm bathrooms. And before you ask, yes! All toilets in men’s, women’s, and gender neutral 
bathrooms will be converted into urinals. Including the sinks.

3. Denison+ subscribers will have access to the all new “Staries” (Star Hall). These cells will serve as a new and 
unique way for students to receive mental health treatment. Star Hall will be equipped with state of the art stress 
balls for students to pick up and squeeze to get all of their angst and frustration out before having to return to 
their scholarly obligations

4. No more therapy dogs. Instead, Denison+ students will receive a small slug we found outside some kid’s 
house. This slug is reserved only for those students who jump through all 487 of our carefully curated 
bureaucratic hoops designed by our top of the line mafia crocodiles!
 
5. Denison+ offers a personalized email list of places you can scream into the void in order to accelerate the 
process of turning students into mindless orcs incapable of trusting anyone anymore
 
6. Subscribe to Denison+ and get a free 25% off Whits coupon! (only usable by 2-21-1987)

7. Join Denison+ now and be entered in a raffle to shake the greasy hand of Mike Bloomberg himself before he 
orders his goblin servant to kick you in the shins! Runner up gets food poisoning

8. Denison+ is the only registered college program that allows you to freely view the social security information 
and birth certificate of all enrolled students! 

We will have more information in the coming weeks (or maybe years), but we hope you are as excited as we are 
to help improve our panopticon of an institution. And as always, fuck you!

Subscribe to Denison+ For just $40,000 of your real American dollars a year 
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A-QUAD ON 
JUNIOR VISIT DAY

MONEY SAVVY S SERIE  
  

CURTIS PROVOST ROOM, 7:15 PM

FEATURING
SUSAN AND MICHAEL BEACHAM

CREATORS OF
O.M.G. OFFICIAL MONEY GUIDE 

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
as seen on Oprah, Dr. Phil, and more!

IN ASSOCIATION 
WITH SIGMA 

LAMBDA GAMMA 

FEB 20TH!
OMG is a fun, fast, and interactive competitive game similar to Family Feud. 
Answer a series of multiple choice questions about personal finance such as 
budgeting, saving, credit, and more. Everone in the room will end up gaining 
a wide variety of useful personal finance knowledge!
Lunch included.

The Official Money Game for Students | Higley 105, 11:30am

Who would ever believe that you could have a blast while learning how to 
budget? Well, believe it! A work-life simulation that shows you how to make 
savvy financial decisions once you leave campus.
Food included!

Budget Blast | Slayter, Shepardson 400, 4:30PM

Do you think like a millionaire? You will by the end of this session! This fun 
and interactive game helps you learn the critical thinking skills and attributes 
that millionaires possess. We will divide the room into multiple teams and 
play this fun game ourselves to demonstrate how powerful millionaire 
thinking is and the impact that it can make on your financial future.
Dinner included!

The Millionaire Game | Curtis Provost Room, 7:15PM


